"Kandoolu makes it easier to
differentiate instruction and
boosts engagement by letting
students take ownership of their
learning goals and the
path to get there."
–Fifth grade teacher,
Wilkinsburg School District

Your New
Learning Navigator

"Kandoolu rocks!"

Kandoolu is a K-12 personalized learning solution that gives
teachers a real-time snapshot of student learning with
follow-up activities that are tailored to the needs of each
student. This fun and easy to use app works on all devices
typically used in schools today.

–Fourth Grade Student,
Kiski Area School District

Rigorous Content

Real-Time Results

Motivate and Inspire

All standards-aligned assessment
questions and supporting resources
are vetted by expert educators to
provide high quality instruction that
challenges students and measures
true understanding of content.

No late night grading crunch to check
for understanding. Kandoolu does it
for you. Know within seconds which
students understood your lesson and
who needs more help.

Keep their attention by using mobile
devices to engage your students in
ways that make them want to explore
and learn. Let your students have a
greater voice in their path to success.

Recent studies have shown a direct link between the use of personalized classroom instruction and
significant gains in student performance. The Kandoolu™ Learning Navigator is a major breakthrough
in OnHand Schools' vision for delivering personalized learning. It builds on the success of EdInsight
and offers schools a powerful platform to push student achievement to new heights.

The Kandoolu Learning Navigator enables teachers to:
• Assemble quick, standards-based "check-for

• Immediately receive suggested resources (videos,

understanding" quizzes in five minutes or less from

games, apps and websites) from a carefully vetted

a bank of questions written by expert educators.

library created by fellow teachers that reinforce the

• Administer assessments in the classroom or as selfguided assignments, over any web-based device

skills being taught.
• Push personalized assignments to students with

including iPads, Chromebooks, and mobile

resources that they would find particularly helpful

phones.

based on their performance.

• Monitor student responses in real time and

• Motivate students by awarding trophies to users

stop/adjust the pace of the lesson to address

in categories that include sustained, active learner

common misconceptions.

participation and completion of target exercises.

For more information check
out www.kandoolu.com

Kandoolu Math for Grades 3-8 is available now. We will add new modules for ELA (grades 1-8 and high
school) along with K-2 Math, Algebra I, Algebra II, and Geometry over the 2017-2018 school year. All
content is aligned to Common Core & PA Core standards. If you’re interested in harnessing the power of
personalized learning in your classroom, contact info@onhandschools.com for more information or
visit www.kandoolu.com to sign up for a free trial.

